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TESTING OF RELAYS AND SIMILAR DEVICES 

This invention relates to the testing or relays and 
similar devices, and is particularly concerned with the 
testing of relays as are used in telecommunications. 
The form of device with which the present invention 

is concerned is an electrical switch having a plurality of 
pairs of contacts, the contacts being actuated from one 
condition to another by the movement of an armature, 
which in turn is moved by the application of electric 
power to a coil. The contacts are desired to change 
their condition in a desired sequence and various forms 
of such sequence can be provided. 
One example is a relay having four pairs of contacts, 

two pairs being normal made or closed and the other 
two pairs being normally open or broken when the 
armature is in the released or unactuated position. It is 
desired that the two pairs of closed contacts break be 
fore the two pairs of open contacts make. In another - 
example there are six pairs of contacts with three nor 
mally closed and three normally open, with all closed 
pairs required to break before the three open pairs 
make. 
Another example is a relay having a plurality of pairs 

of contacts some pairs normally closed and the others 
normally open. On operation of the armature it is de 
sired that one pair of normally open contacts make 
before the normally closed contacts open, with possibly 
further open pairs of contacts making after the normally 
closed contacts break. 

Various other forms of such devices exist with vary 
ing patterns of make and break conditions. 
The devices with which the present invention relates 

are used in very large members, and vary from the large 
type of relays referred to as “step-by~step” relays as 
used, and still used, in earlier forms of telecommunica 
tions switching. The devices have become‘ smaller and 
smaller over the years, and are still in use in very large 
numbers in modern electronic communications systems 
now being introduced. 

Testing of the devices has conventionally been done 
individually mechanically, by hand labour. The test 
procedure is to lay down different movement positions 
of the armature and to sequentially position the arma 
ture at these positions and check the condition of the 
contact pairs. It is determined at what initial travel of 
the armature no change in condition occurs, then at 
what travel distance the ?rst condition charge should 
have occurred but not the second, and‘?nally at what 
travel distance the second condition change should 
have occurred. If more than two condition changes are 
required then the related number of armature travel 
distances are required to be determined. 
To test, the armature ‘is actuated by a voltage applied 

to the relay coil of a predetermined current, usually 
larger than the regular current. A ?rst gauge of prede 
termined thickness is inserted between the core member 
of the coil and the armature actuated. This gives a posi 
tion at which no changes should occur. Then a slightly 
thinner gauge is inserted and the armature again actu 
ated. This gives the armature position at which the ?rst 
condition change should have occurred and is checked 
visually. A third thinner gauge gives a position at which 
the second condition change should have occurred, and 
again this is checked visually. It is also possible to con 
nect indicators to the contact pairs which will give a 
lighted indication of condition. ‘ 
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2 
Such test sequencies are lengthy and still do not en 

sure that the device is fully acceptable. For example, 
there is no indication of what is referred to as “open 
transfer time”, the time between breaking of one pair of 
group of pairs of contacts and the making of another 
pair or groups of pairs of contacts. Also it is not possible 
to detect the amount of “follow through” after a pair of 
contacts have made. A certain amount of follow 
through is necessary to ensure that a minimum contact 
pressure occurs and to allow for wear of contacts. With 
insuf?cient open transfer time and/or follow through, 
the characteristics of a device can alter in service and 
the device will become faulty. 
A speci?c example of test procedure of one form of 

relay is as follows: 
In the released or de-energized (idle) condition, the 

relay armature is located at a given distance (dA) away 
from the core. To ensure reliable static conditions and 
immunity against external influences (vibration) and 
future wear, the armature is permitted to travel a mini 
mum distance without affecting the idle state of the 
make and break contacts. '(a) For this purpose a 0.0082" 
thick gauge is inserted between armature and core and 
then the relay winding (primary) is energized with a 
speci?ed current which is usually much larger than the 
regular operate value to overcome frictional interfer 
ences caused by the measuring gauge. The make 
contacts must stay open and the break contacts must 
stay closed. (b) The next step requires insertion of a 
0.0053" gauge between armature and core and the relay 
is re-energized. This permits the armature to travel a 
distance of 0.0029” further from its previous position 
and thereby closer to the core. The early break contacts 
now must test open but the make contacts still have to 
remain open. (0) In the ?nal step, a 0.0024" in gauge is 
inserted between armature and core to allow the arma 
ture to travel another 0.0029" closer to the core. This 
time the make contacts have to be closed while the 
break contacts must remain open as before. The remain 
ing 0.0024” (overtravel) of armature travel is designed 
to ensure for future contact wear during the life of the 
relay. 

It will be seen from the above that up to six possible 
contact groups have to perform their total operations 
while the armature traverses a distance of only 0.0082". 
However the individual contact has to change its state 
Within an armature movement of only 0.0029". 
Such small dimensional measurements are not suit 

able for manual production gauging operations, where 
speed and accuracy are of prime interest, as they are 
dependent on the individual operator’s skill which var 
ies from person to person. 
Measuring errors are introduced by mechanical gaug 

ing as follows: (a) Intrusion of a gauge between arma 
ture and core forces the heel of the armature away from 
the yoke when the relay coil is energized, thereby pre 
venting the heel end from rolling around the edge of the 
yoke in the normal manner. The added friction requires 
above normal operating currents mentioned earlier. The 
resultant displacement of the armature pivot point (ac 
tually the yoke edge) shifts the operating geometry of 
the moveable make and break contacts in respect to the 
?xed contacts which are dimensionally ?xed or refer 
enced against the bracket. Any dimensional shift of 
location by the armature is ampli?ed at the contact end, 
accordingly increasing the error as seen by a contact 
monitoring device. (b) The larger than normal operate 
currents required for the mechanical gauging process 
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tend to give a false sense of security initially where the 
functioning of relay contacts is concerned, as some 
relays refuse to operate when subjected to their normal 
speci?ed operate currents afterwards. This phenomena 
is prevalent with very small relays due to their more 
delicate structure. 
A quality over which there is no direct control. is 

contact symmetry or contact alignment. It is only possi 
ble to adjust contact operations within their respective 
gauging bands. It is not known if any of the contacts are 
near the border or limit of the gauging band. This can 
adversely affect the contact conditions in the later life 
of the relay. 
A further problem can occur due to non-symmetry of 

the armature legs, which support the contact actuating 
card, in some relays. This gives non-symmetry of 
contacts and adds a cantilever type ‘stress to the arma 
ture hinge assembly. This affects current flow require 
ments and adversely affects the operation timing. 

Various other problems can exist and can be detected 
by the present invention, as will be described. 
The testing as so far described and as at presently 

used, assumes certain ?xed datum positions, determined 
by gauges. As relays and the like get smaller, it becomes 
increasingly dif?cult to provide such testing. With ex 
tremely small, miniaturized versions, as now being used 
in electronic telephony systems, testing is at least only a 
rough indication. Further, when such relays are bought 
from an outside supplier, they are enclosed in a sealed 
housing and there is no access to the interior for testing. 
Reliance then has to be placed on the manufacturer’s 
testing, over which there is no control. 
Also due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual 

travel distance of the armature will vary from relay to 
relay. The armature is normally in contact with a back 
stop in the de-energized condition and in contact with 
the core of the coil when energized. This distance varies 
due to tolerances affecting the back stop contact surface 
position, the core contact surface position and thickness 
of the armature. However, in testing, the distances are 
gauged from the core contact surface and do not take 
into account possible variations in overall travel dis 
tance. This can result in an apparent malfunction of 
contacts when in fact they could be acceptable. 
The present invention is based on the appreciation 

that contact operating times or positions can be related 
to the distance, or time, of armature movement; that 
acceptable parameters can be provided related to the 
total armature travel (or travel time); and that each 
relay can be tested to measure or detect actuation of 
each pair of contacts relative to the armature travel (or 
travel time). The particular position at which a contact 
pair is actuated—either to an open or a closed condi 
tion, is related to the armature travel (or travel time), 
being represented as a percentage of such travel (or 
time). The invention measures the armature travel or 
travel time of each device as tested, detects the actua 
tion of each contact pair, relates such actuation to such 
time or travel and checks that the actuation is within the 
desired range. The invention can be used in its broadest 
aspect just to accept or reject, but in more specific 
arrangements can indicate the operating characteristics 
of each contact pair and also the operational character 
istics of the armature. 
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Either data form can be used as desired, i.e. time of 6S 
armature travel or distance of armature travel. Optical, 
or other similar means can be used when actual dis 
tances or positions are measured visually, and electrical 

4 
and electronic means can be used when time is mea 
sured rather than distance. In the examples hereinafter 
described the time of travel of the armature and the time 
intervals related to contact actuation are measured, 
electrically, and used to indicate actuating positions 
along the armature travel. However actual measure 
ment of the actuating positions can be made if desired 
and used in the same manner, in accordance with the 
present invention. 
A feature of the present invention is that the relays 

are tested dynamically rather than statically as de 
scribed above, i.e. using gauges, and this more nearly 
reproduces the actual operating conditions and thus 
provides improved and more accurate testing. 

In its broadest aspect the invention comprises a 
method of and apparatus for testing relays and similar 
devices having a plurality of pairs of contacts actuated 
by an armature, in which the travel of the armature is 
detected, the actuation of each pair of contacts detected 
and related to the armature movement and the parame 
ter of the relationship between contact actuation and 
armature movement related to a predetermined datum 
value. Such relationship is determined for each pair of 
contacts. The device tested can be accepted or rejected. 
In a speci?c embodiment, indications are given of the 
relationships and the position of the relationship within 
a tolerance band provided. An indication of acceptable 
armature actuation can also be obtained, plus indication 
of “open transfer” time and “follow through”. The 
indications can be used to provide a quality control 
facility and also to provide a feedback to the manufac 
turing facility to indicate trends in manufacturing. 
The invention will be readily understood by the fol 

lowing description, in conjunction with the accompa 
nying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of sequential 

movements of armature and contact members for one 
form of contact member arrangement; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of sequential 

movements of armature and contact members for an 
other form of contact member arrangement; 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic representation of various 

stages of actuation relative to the overall armature 
movement, for a contact member arrangement as in 
FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of a typical 

break and make sequence, related to armature travel, or 
time, for a con?guration as in FIG. 1, showing typical 
tolerances; 
FIG. 5 is an illustration similar to that of FIG. 4, for 

a sequence with a reduced armature movement; 
FIG. 6 is one example of the electric current curve of 

the coil related to armature travel; 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating one form of 

apparatus for testing relays at four test stations; 
FIG. 8 is an example of one printed output which can 

be obtained, showing operating characteristics of a 
relay with six sets of break contacts and six sets of make 
contacts; 
FIG. 9 is an example of a printed output for two 

break and two make contacts. 
Considering ?rst FIG. 1, there is illustrated four pairs 

of contacts 10, 10a; 11, 11a; 12, 12a and 13, 13a. Also 
indicated at 14 is a representation of armature position. 
FIG. 1(a) illustrates the situation or condition when the 
coil is not energized, that is with the armature unactu 
ated and resting against a back stop (not shown). Nor— 
mally make or closed contacts 12, 12a and 13, 13a are 
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closed and normally open contacts 10, 10a, 11, 110 are 
open. In FIG. 1(1)) the armature 14 has moved and is 
about to cause normally closed contacts 12, 12a and 13, 
13a to open. The normally open contacts are unaf 
fected. 

In FIG. 1(a) the armature 14 has moved to cause the 
normally closed contacts to break or open while the 
normally open contacts are still unaffected. In FIG. 1(d) 
the armature 14 has now moved to close the normally 
open contacts 10, 10a, 11, 110. Finally, in FIG. 1(e) the 
armature has moved full travel to contact the core, 
giving a follow through action on the now closed 
contacts 10, 10a; 11, 11a. The originally closed contacts 
12, 12a and 13, 13a are still open. 
FIG. 2 illustrates an arrangement of three sets of 

contacts 15, 15a, 15b; 16,16a. 16b; and 17, 17a, 17b; with 
armature also being representatively indicated at 14. 
One pair of each set of contacts, i.e. 15, 15a; 16, 16a; and 
17, 170 are normally closed and one pair of each set of 
contacts, i.e. 15a, 15b; 16a, 16b; and 17a, 17b are nor- 
mally open. The sequence is as follows: FIG. 2(a) the 
armature is at rest on the back stop (not shown); FIG. 
2(b) the armature has moved to just start the normally 
closed contacts to open or break; FIG. 2(c) the armature 
has moved to open the normally closed contacts and is 
just starting to cause the normally open contacts to 
move to a closed condition; FIG. 2(d) the armature has 
moved to cause the normally open contacts to be closed 
or made; FIG. 2(e) the armature moves to contact the 
core, giving follow through for the now closed 
contacts. 

In both FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the armature travel is 
indicated at 20. 
FIG. 3 is a linear representation of the armature 

travel with indication of particular actuation positions 
thereon. In FIG. 3 position 21 corresponds to the posi 
tion of the armature 14 in FIG. 1(a), position 22 corre 
sponds to armature position in FIG. 1(b), position 23 
corresponds to armature position in FIG. 1(c), position 
24 corresponds to armature position in FIG. 1(d) and 
position 25 corresponds to the ?nal position of the arma 
ture, as in FIG. 1(a). Thus at position 22 normally 
closed contacts 12, 12a and 13, 13a are about to break or 
open, at 23 all contacts are open, while at 24 the nor 
mally open contacts 10, 10a and 11, 11a are just made or 
closed. There is required to be a minimum period, rep 
resented by a distance of travel of the armature, be 
tween opening of the closed contacts and closing of the 
open contacts—previously referred to as the open trans 
fer time. For manufacturing reasons, tolerances exist for 
the first contact change, i.e. the closed contacts open 
ing, and for the second contact change, i.e. the open 
contacts closing. 
No attempt has been made, in FIG. 3, to give actual 

positions for actuation of contacts, as represented by 
positions 22, 23 and 24, this Figure being purely dia~ 
grammatic only to illustrate the various positions to be 
measured, or indicated during testing. It should also be 
realized that the representation in FIG. 3 is likely to be 
exceptional in that, due to manufacturing tolerances, 
slight misalignments and the armature being slightly 
twisted, actuation of contacts can vary. Thus, taking the 
example of FIG. 1, any or all of the above inaccuracies 
can result in the pairs of contacts 12, 12a and 13, 13a 
breaking at slightly different times. Similarly pairs of 
contacts 10, 10a and 11, 110 may make at different 
times. Provided such variations of making and breaking 
occur within the overall tolerances, which will be de 
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6 
scribed in conjunction with FIGS. 4 and 5, then the 
relay is acceptable. Such variations in make and break 
can also occur for the arrangement of FIG. 2. 

Again, because of manufacturing tolerances, the ar 
mature travel or movement may vary from the desired 
datum, the travel being either shorter or longer. Pro 
vided the various actuating positions occur at propor 
tionally correct relationships, the relays can be ac 
cepted. It is the appreciation of this relationship and the 
ability of the test apparatus to adjust the testing parame 
ters for variation in armature movement which is the 
important feature of the present invention. 

Thus, considering FIG. 3 with conventional testing, 
with gauges, the positions 22, 23 and 24 can readily be 
determined but this is irrespective of the actual arma 
ture travel which can vary from relay to relay. The 
position 25 can vary but this is not ascertained in con 
ventional testing. If a shorter distance of armature 
travel occurs this can affect the contact actuation and 
with present contact actuation testing many of such 
relays are either rejected or corrective work carried 
out. The present invention is based on the appreciation 
that the positions 22, 23 and 24 in FIG. 3 and also posi 
tion 25, need not be ?xed but can be related as percent 
ages of armature travel. Thus positions 22, 23 and 24 
will move as position 25 moves. However this cannot be 
readily tested with present testing techniques. 
FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate the operation of two relays 

with different operating characteristics, FIG. 4 conve 
niently illustrating an ideal relay in which armature 
travel and breaking and making all occur at the design 
positions or proportions of armature travel. Thus the 
positions 21, 22, 24 and 25 as in FIG. 3 are indicated. 
Also indicated on FIG. 4 are the tolerances for positions 
22 and 24, at 22a and 22b and 24a and 2417 respectively. 
Assuming a relay as illustrated in FIG. 1, the contacts 
12, 12a and 13, 130 should open or break at some posi 
tion between the tolerance limits 22a, 22b and the 
contacts 10, 10a and 11, 11a should make, or close, at 
some positions between limits 24a, 24b. FIG. 5 illus 
trates a situation in which the armature travel is less 
than design datum. Thus the armature movement or 
travel is reduced by the amount X. If such a relay was 
to be tested as previously, as described above, with 
gauges, the position 24 would be gauged at the position 
as in FIG. 4. However, with the reduced armature 
travel this would appear to be too close to the actual 
position 25. What is actually required is that the posi 
tions 22 and 24 be adjusted to conform with the reduced 
armature movement. Thus if the distance X is stated as 
a percentage of the design armature travel, then the 
positions 22 and 24 are adjusted by the same percentage. 
That is, the distance between positions 21 and 22 in 
FIG. 5 is that percentage less than the distance between 
positions 21 and 22 in FIG. 4. Similar adjustment is 
made to the distance between positions 22 and 24 in 
FIG. 5 as compared with this distance in FIG. 4. Fur 
ther, the tolerances are similarly reduced, that is the 
distances between 22a and 22b and between 240 and 24!; 
are reduced relative to these distances in FIG. 4. It is 
obvious that it is impossible, as a practical exercise, to 
provide all the necessary gauges for the various dis 
tances, in sets to cater for differing armature travel or 
movement. In addition to checking that actuation of the 
contacts occurs at correct positions, it is also desirable 
to know the total armature movement or travel, the 
actual distance between the last break or any of the 
normally closed or made contacts and the ?rst make of 
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any of the normally open contacts—referred to as the 
open transfer distance. Further, it is desirable to know 
the distance from the zero position of the armature and 
the ?rst break of a pair of contacts and also the distance 
between the last make and the end of travel of the ar 
mature—referred to as follow-through. 
There are therefore quite a large number of positions 

which it is desirable to know but which can only be 
guessed at, or estimated, with the static testing with 
gauges. With the present invention all of the various 
positions, and their relationship to one another, can 
readily be ascertained, with both an indication and a 
record if desired. It has been found that rejection of 
relays or the amount of corrective work carried out on 
relays is considerably reduced. Relays often appearing 
faulty with the original method of testing were in fact 
operating correctly, but it was not possible to know this. 
A further advantage is that relays bought from outside 
sources sealed into casings, can be tested whereas it is 
not possible to test them with a gauge system. 

It has been noted that the coil current rises from zero 
to a maximum with time, with a distinct dip at the time 
the armature contacts the core. FIG. 6 illustrates a 
typical curve of coil current with time, and at 28 is the 
distinct dip which represents contact between armature 
and core. This represents an armature travel time of a 
which is also representative of armature travel. In the 
present invention, a relay is plugged into a holder with 
electrical connections to each contact member and to 
the coil, with monitoring means attached to the holder 
such that the position 28 is detected and also the break 
and make positions of each pair of contacts. The situa 
tion as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2, and also in FIGS. 3, 
4 and 5 is idealistic, as described previously, in that all 
closed contacts do not necessarily open at the same 
time, nor do all the normally open contacts close at the 
same time. With the present invention, the breaking or 
opening and making or closing of every contact pair is 
detected. 
Thus there is now provided a measure of the arma 

ture travel time and the time of each opening and clos 
ing of contacts. These contact actuation times can be 
compared with armature travel time and if within al 
lowable tolerances of predetermined percentages of 
armature travel time then the relay is acceptable. For 
convenience the time is used as a means for indicating 
contacts and armature actuation, as simple electrical 
detection means can be used. With other detection 
means, eg optical, the actual distances can be moni 
tored. However, for test purposes, correlation between 
time and distance is very high. 
The particular percentages can be determined from 

initial design, or acceptable values determined from 
initial testing and inspection of early manufactured re 
lays. Acceptable tolerances are also determined and 
these percentages and tolerances provide a basic datum. 
Various ways of comparing the actual contact actuation 
times with the actual armature travel time can be ap 
plied. For each relay, after determination of the arma 
ture travel time, the actual desired datum contact actua 
tion can be ascertained. 
The necessary calculations for the adjustment of the 

various positions can be carried out in various ways. 
Thus the time a in FIG. 6 can be obtained by means of 
a visual display such as a CRT. The scale on the display 
can have an indication of the design value for a and the 
percentage difference between design a and actual a 
can be calculated. The actual value for a can be larger 
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8 
or smaller than the design value. Appropriate recalcula 
tion of the various datum for contact make and break, 
and tolerances can then be made. This is extremely 
tedious if done by normal calculator or the like. An 
advance on this is to supply the information to suitable 
electrical circuitry of a conventional “hard wired” 
form, but this is expensive, rather large, and not readily 
adaptable to different forms of relays. 
The preferred way of making the adjustments to the 

datum is by using a micro-computor or similar device. 
Such devices can readily be programmed to carry out 
the calculations quickly and accurately and can be eas 
ily adapted to test various forms of relays by the opera 
tor merely selecting the appropriate programme. 
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation or diagram 

of one form of test apparatus. The apparatus, in the 
example illustrated, comprises a typewriter/printer 40 
connected to a microcomputor 41, in the present in 
stance a PDPl l-VO3 microcomputor by Digital Equip 
ment Company Ltd., which in turn is connected to the 
dynamic screening test set indicated by the dotted out 
line 42. 
The screening test set comprises an input buffer 43 

‘and address decoding, fed from the microcomputer 
output bus 81, the buffer feeding to a plurality of items: 
coil current drive control and digital to analogue con 
verter 44; a coil current monitor and analogue to digital 
converter 45; an armature stop detector 46; a test station 
service request monitor and test station select control 
47; and an armature and contact measure register 
(clock) 48; by conductors 49. 

Coil current drive control 44 is connected to the coil 
current monitor 45 and armature stop detector 46 by 
conductor 50. The armature stop detector 46 is con 
nected to the armature and contact measure register 48 
via conductor 51. 
A connection also extends from the coil current drive 

control 44 to a multiplexer 53 with line drivers and line 
receivers via conductor 54, while a direct connection 
from the input buffer 43 is made to the multiplexer 53 
via conductor 49 and conductor 55, a connection is 
made from the test station service request monitor 47 to 
the multiplexer 53 by conductor 56 and connections are 
made from the multiplexer 52 to the test station service 
request monitor 47 and armature and contact measure 
register 48 via conductors 57 and 58 respectively. 

In the example illustrated, four test stations 60, 61, 62 
and 63 are provided, each test station interconnected, 
via break down control and isolation devices 64 to 67 
and test station displays and interfaces 68 to 71 respec 
tively to the multiplexer 53, as illustrated, with the test 
station display and interfaces also being interconnected. 
From the test station displays and interfaces 68-71 a 
connection extends, via a power failure alarm and status 
monitor 72, via conductor 73, monitor 72 also being 
connected to the various items 44 to 48 via conductors 
74, and also to an output buffer 75. Output buffer is 
connected to the input bus of the microcomputer 41. 
A power supply 75 is connected to the power failure 

alarm and status monitor 72 and also to the test station 
displays and interfaces via conductor 76. 
The break down control and isolation devices 64 to 

67 need not be provided. These devices provide for 
high voltage breakdown testing of relays. In the exam 
ple illustrated such testing is done under the control of 
the microcomputer 81, but prior to actual test the sensi 
tive parts of the test apparatus, that is the dynamic 
screening test set within the dotted outline 42, are elec 
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trically isolated. The high voltage breakdown test can 
be done on another apparatus and then the devices 64 to 
67 would not be required. 1 
The various different items are themselves standard 

forms of devices used in various ways in electrical and 
electronic circuits. While particular interconnections 
and the like are made for the speci?c purpose of the 
present invention, this is within the skill of an ordinary 
person working in the art. 

In the example four test stations 60 to 63 are shown, 
but the number can vary. The test apparatus works on a 
time sharing basis, the test sets selectively connected in 
random turn, on a ?rst come ?rst served basis, to the 
coil current drive 44 and to the armature and contact 
measure register 48. 
The typewriter 40 can be used to input to the mi 

crocomputer 41 to set up programmes for the different 
forms of relays ‘to be tested and also to produce a 
printed output of the actuation characteristics of each 
relay tested, if desired. Also a print out can be obtained 
of the summation of the operating characteristics of all 
relays of a type tested for a particular period, e.g. a day, 
a workshift or other. However the typewriter need not 
be a part of the test apparatus. 
The system works as follows, the apparatus switched 

on and power supplied at 35. Relays are inserted in 
sockets in the test stations 60 to 63 by the operator or 
operators. The state of readiness of a test station is 
passed to the multiplexer 53 and thence to the ‘test sta 
tion service request monitor and station select control 
47. The control 47 selects a test station which is ready 
and instructs the multiplexer 53 to connect that station 
to the system. Generally the selection by the multi 
plexer is on a ?rst come basis, it being appreciated that 
it is unlikely that all test stations would be at readiness 
at exactly the same time. Even if this did occur, a ran 
dom selection would be made. 
On connection of a test station, power is applied to 

the coil of the relay, via the appropriate interface 68-71. 
The coil current is monitored at a constant value by the 
drive control 44. At the same time the clock or counter 
in the register 48 is started. As the contacts make or 
break, pulses are received by the register 48, the various 
intervals being counted therein. When the armature 
contacts the core, the dip in the coil current, 28 in FIG. 
6, is detected at detector 46 and the clock or counter in 
register 48 stopped. The data collected by the register is 
sent via the output buffer 75 to the input bus 80 of the 
microcomputer 41. 
The microcomputer compares the actual time of 

travel of the armature, which corresponds to the dis 
tance of travel, with the preset datum value and pro 
duces a proportional value which it applies to the vari 
ous datum values.'Thus, as an example, if the time of 
travel of the armature is 10% less than datum then it 
applies a 10% reduction to the remaining datum, that is 
the positions 22 and 24 and also to the tolerances 22a, 
22b and 24a, 24b. This would happen for'the situation in 
FIG. 5, for example, if the value for X was 10%. Fur 
ther, the microcomputer ensures that the time (i.e. 
travel or distance) between the new valuesor positions 
for 2212 and 24a is above a minimum, and that the time 
(i.e. travel or distance) between 24b and 25 is also above 
a minimum, and that the overall travel of the 
is above a minimum. 1 

An output from the microcomputer is fed from th 
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output bus 81 of the computer 41, via input buffer 43 ' 
and conductor 55 to the multiplexer 53 and thence to 

10 
the display of the test station display and interface 68-71 
associated with the particular test station connected to 
the system. The operator at the test station sees an indi 
cation, for example a light, for each value tested, i.e. 
making and breaking of contacts and armature travel, if 
such value is within requirements. If any value is out 
side limits no indication is given. In some instances, such 
as in sealed relays, any relay in which no indication 
occurs for any one or more values is scrapped. In other 
relays it is possible to do remedial work on the particu 
lar item concerned and retest. ‘ 

Asimilar situation exists where the armature travel 
exceeds the datum, then the various values are adjusted 
with checks to see that the travel is not above a maxi 
mum value, that the transfer time is not too long and the 
follow through time not too long. 

In addition to a display at the related test station, a 
display can also be provided at some other position, for 
example at an assembly and/or production stage. This 
enables a constant watch to be maintained and any 
trends in variation of manufacture detected and recti 
?ed before such variations result in relays which are 
outside the speci?cation. Thus the system can be used as 
a quality control device. Further, as previously men 
tioned, a constant print-out can be provided, and also, 
on request, a summarization of results for any desired 
period. 
FIG. 8 is a typical print out, at the typewriter 40, of 

the results of testing a relay. This particular relay had 
six break contacts, indicated by B1 to B6 and six make 
contacts M1 to M6. The dotted line 80 corresponds to 
positions 21 in FIGS. 4 and 5 and dotted line 81 corre 
sponds to position 25 in FIGS. 4 and 5. The positions 
designated TB1 and TB2 in FIG. 8 correspond to 220 
and 22b in FIGS. 4 and 5, and positions TMl and TM2 
correspond to 24a and 24b. 
The distance between TB2 and TMl is the minimum 

open transfer time and the distances between 80 and 
TB1 and TM2 and 81 the minimum follow-through. 
The actual break and make positions for the various 
contacts are indicated at 85. The distances between TB1 
and TB2 and between TMl and TM2 are, for conve 
nience divided into ten parts for case of identifying 
actual distances. The display at the test station, or else 
where, can take a similar form, that is a lighted display 
with indicator lamps at each subdivision 1 to 10 of the 
distance TB1-TB2 and TM1—TM2. The indication will 
be to the nearest subdivision. 
For convenience of a standard display, where the 

microcomputer 41 takes the actual armature travel dis 
tance or time and compares thus with the datum, to 
determine the connection factor to be applied to the 
positions 22 and 24, and the tolerances 22a, 22b and 24a, 
24b, then such distances or times are recti?ed or modi 
?ed so as to relate them to the display characteristics. 
That is, assumming that the armature travel time or 
distance is 90% of datum, then initially the computer 
modi?es all other datum values to 90% and makes the 
test for correct operation of the relay. For display pur 
poses the computer takes the actual distances or lines 
and increases them such that the armature travel corre 
sponds to 100%. Approximately this means that all 
detected and measured times or distances are increased 
by approximately 11% so that a standard display can be 
used. If this is not done then the display itself will need 
to be modi?ed for each test. This can be provided by for 
example, a CRT on to which a grid is imposed electron 
ically, the grid'being modi?ed for each relay as it is 
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tested and the make and break positions of the contacts 
also indicated thereon. As a minimum it is not even 
necessary to provide a display which indicates the vari 
ous make and break positions of each contact but more 
provide a go/no go form of indicator or display which 
indicates whether or not all the characteristics or pa 
rameters are within speci?cation. This latter form of 
display or indication is likely to be satisfactory for test 
ing sealed or enclosed relays as recti?cation work can 
not normally be carried out on such relays. 
However, many relays are amenable to recti?cation 

and with a full display—such as illustrated in FIG. 8, if 
one, or more, contacts are outside limits for actuation, 
such contacts can often be manually altered so as to be 
within limits. In such an instance, after working on the 
relay, it would normally be retested. 
FIG. 9 illustrates a display, or print-out for a relay 

with two break and two make contacts, in which it will 
be seen that the break contacts B1 and B2 are breaking 
very near to the limit TB2 at 86. The ?rst make contact 
M1 is making fairly close to the limit TM2, at 87, but the 
second make contact M2 is making right on the limit 
TM2, at 88. This would not be considered as very satis 
factory and steps would be taken, if this was possible, to 
correct manufacturing procedures to move the position 
88 away from position TM2. If the relay was one which 
could be recti?ed, the operator would bend the contact 
member of M2 to provide slightly earlier making. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for testing relays and similar devices 

having a core, a coil on said core, an armature actuated 
by said core and coil, and a plurality of contacts actu 
ated by movement of said armature, said apparatus 
comprising: 

at least one test station including a socket for recep 
tion of terminal pins of the device to be tested; 

means for applying electrical power to the coil of the 
relay; 

means for measuring the travel of the armature; 
means for comparing said travel with a datum value 

for said travel and producing a percentage relation 
ship with said datum value; 

means for applying said percentage relationship to 
predetermined datum values for actuation of each 
said contacts by said armature travel, said datum 
values relates to armature travel, to produce new 
datum values; 

means for detecting actuation of each said contacts 
during armature travel and related thereto and 
comparing armature travel for each contact with 
said new datum values; 

means for producing a signal indicative of the rela 
tionship between armature travel for each contact 
and said new datum values. 

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, including a plural 
ity of test stations, and means for selecting a station for 
connection of said electrical power to said selected 
station. 

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2, said means for 
selecting a station including means for detecting a sta 
tion having a device inserted therein. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, including a visual 
display, and means for connecting said signals indica 
tive of the relationship of said armature travel to said 
datum values, to said visual display. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4, including a plural 
ity of light emitting devices, said signals resulting in a 
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lighted indication if said relationship is within predeter 
mined limits. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, including means 
for providing a signal indicative of said armature travel. 

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 6, including means 
for producing a visual signal if said armature travel is 
within predetermined limits. 

8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, including means 
for inputting a signal to select said predetermined datum 
values for actuation of said contacts and said datum for 
travel of said armature. 

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, including means 
for recording said signals indicative of the relationship 
between armature travel for each contact and the new 
datum values, and means for producing a printed dis 
play of such recording. 

10. Apparatus for testing relays and similar devices 
having a coil, a coil on said core, and an armature actu 
ated by said core comprising: 

at least one test station, said test station including a 
socket for reception of terminal pins of a device; 

means for applying electrical power to the coil of the 
device; ‘ 

means for detecting a current dip in the power supply 
to said device, said dip being indicative of contact 
between armature and the core; 

means for measuring the time period between initial 
connection of power to said coil and said dip; 

means for comparing said time period with a prede 
termined value and producing a percentage rela 
tionship with said predetermined value; 

means for applying said percentage relationship to 
predetermined datum values for actuation of 
contacts of said relay to produce connected datum 
values; 7 

means for measuring actuating times of said contacts 
relative to the initial connection of power to said 
coil; 

means for comparing said actuating times of said 
contacts with said connected datum values after 
application of said percentage relationship; 

means for providing a signal indicative of the rela 
tionship of each of said measured times to a related 
said connected datum values. 

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, including a 
plurality of test stations and means for selecting a station 
for connection of said electrical power to the selected 
station. 

12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 11, said means for 
selecting a station including means for detecting a sta 
tion having a device inserted therein. 

13. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, including a 
visual display, and means for connecting said signals 
indicative of the relationship of said measured times to 
said datum values, to said visual display. 

14. Apparatus as claimed in claim 13, including a 
plurality of light emitting devices, said signals resulting 
in a lighted indication if said relationship is within pre 
determined limits. , 

15. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, including means 
for providing a signal indicative of said time period 
between initial connection of power to said coil and said 
dip. 

16. Apparatus as claimed in claim 15, including means 
for producing a visual signal if said time period between 
initial connection of power and said dip is within prede 
termined limits. 
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17. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, including means 
for inputting a signal to select said predetermined value 
and said predetermined datum values. 

18. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, including means 
for recording said signals indicative of the relationship 
of said measured times to said connected datum values. 

19. A method of testing relays and similar devices 
having a core, a coil on said core, an armature actuated 
by said core and coil, and a plurality of contacts actuted 
by movement of said armature, comprising: 

applying electric power to said coil to move said 
armature; 

detecting the travel of the armature and producing a 
signal indicative of armature travel; 

comparing said signal with a predetermined datum 
value for said travel and producing a percentage 
relationship to said predetermined datum value; 

applying said percentage relationship to predeter 
mined datum values relating to actuation of each of 
said contacts by said armature at at least one posi- 
tion during said travel and producing new datum 
values; 

determining the actuation of each of said contacts in 
relation to said travel of said armature and compar 
ing said actuation of each of said contacts with said 
new datum values; 
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producing a signal indicative of the relationship be 
tween said actuation and said new datum value for 
each contact. 

20. A method as claimed in claim 19, including pro 
viding a plurality of test stations, inserting said devices 
in said test stations, and selecting a station for applica 
tion of said electric power. 

21. A method as claimed in claim 19, including pro 
viding a visual display, connecting said signal indicative 
of the relationship between said actuation and said new 
datum value for each contact to said display for visual 
indication thereof. 

22. A method as claimed in claim 19, including pro 
ducing a signal indicative of the armature travel. 

23. A method as claimed in claim 21, including pro 
ducing a signal indicative of the armature travel and 
connecting said signal to said visual display. ' 

24. A method as claimed in claim 19, including input 
ting a signal to select said predetermined datum value 
for armature travel and said predetermined values for 
actuation of said contacts. 

25. A method as claimed in claim 19, including re 
cording said signals indicative of the relationship be 
tween said actuation and said new datum value for each 
contact. 


